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Social Determinants of 
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with
National HIV/AIDS 
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Leisha McKinley-Beach
National HIV Consultant

National HIV/AIDS Strategy

§ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab5YHHONmEk
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National HIV/AIDS Strategy

NHAS Right People Right Places
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NHAS Right Practices

NHAS Progress
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Missing the Mark

§What are factors that are 
preventing our progress 
towards achieving the goals of 
NHAS?

Social Determinates 
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Medical Mistrust
§Yes we are going to talk about
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What is Medical Racism
Medical Racism: When racial prejudices 

from larger society impact diagnosis, 
treatment, and overall health practices; racial 

discrimination that influences diversity of 
clinicians and healthcare staff

Ex: drapetomania, a condition that certain 
enslaved people were said to have. The 
main symptom was a desire to run away. 

History of Medical Abuses
After Civil War (after 1865)

§ Due to systemic racism (Jim Crow) and poverty, Black 
people continued to receive sub-standard care. 

§ We have a few examples of outright medical 
abuses and coercive experimentation

§ There are probably more examples that have not yet 
surfaced.  
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Birth control
“Negroes don’t want children they can’t take care of, but we 
are afraid to trust you when your offered help has so often 

turned out to be exploitation.” –
Urelia Brown, a Black social worker speaking on family 

planning in 1972 

Henrietta Lacks
Fannie Lou Hamer

“Mississippi Appendectomies

Tuskegee Syphilis Study
• Hallmark example of medical abuse of Black 

people in the US 

• Men were lied to and told they were receiving 
treatment for syphilis, but instead they were 
prevented from receiving treatment

• 1932-1972 US Public Health Service withheld 
treatment from 399 poor Black men with syphilis in 
Macon County, Alabama
§ The HIV epidemic as we know it began 9 years 

later 
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HIV/AIDS Myths in the Black 
Community

• “AIDS was created in a lab by the government”
• “AIDS was created to kill Black people.” 

• “The government and pharmaceutical companies have a 
cure for AIDS, but are making too much money to 

release it.”
• “A lot of information about AIDS is being held back from 

the public.”
• “Magic Johnson has the cure.”

Tactics for Moving Beyond Medical 
Mistrust

Community Empowerment:
• Recruit and educate “a social movement of Black 

healthcare and research activists” 
• Include stakeholders with different perspectives when 

designing HIV interventions 
Community Mobilization:
• Empower and equip communities to transform realities, 

decreasing the perception that other individuals and 
entities have control over Black health and well-being
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Tactics for Moving Medical Mistrust
Cultural Competency: 
• Recognize that:

§ Fears of genocide and government suspicion are 
understandable and expected based off experiences of Black 
Americans

§ Medical mistrust should not be dismissed
• Address current discrimination Black people experience
• Understand that mistrust might also be tied to other parts of a 

patient’s identity, i.e. Black MSM who have experienced stigma 
from a provider

Tactics for Moving Beyond Medical 
Mistrust

Cultural Humility
§Recognize that you cannot reach a point at which you are ever 

finished learning and that cultural competency does not have 
an endpoint

§Know that mistrust and other cultural attitudes are ever-
evolving given the political and social climate 

§Understand that making assumptions about mistrust might 
actually lead to greater mistrust
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Tactics for Moving Beyond Medical 
Mistrust

§ Provide trainings to staff on Medical Mistrust

§ Acknowledge and address medical mistrust in biomedical intervention 
promotion material

§ Include medical mistrust in counseling and behavioral interventions

§ Ask CABs for strategies to move beyond mistrust in communities
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Questions?
Thank you!
Leisha McKinley-Beach 
leishamckinleybeach@gmail.com
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